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About This Game

Unmechanical is a puzzle adventure that combines tricky puzzle solving, alluring exploration, and an engrossing atmosphere. Set
in a fantastic world of flesh, rock and steel, your journey to freedom requires you to solve a great variety of puzzling challenges,

and while it’s easy to pick up and play, later challenges may prove very difficult indeed.

Key features:

Intuitive and simple controls, applied to a great range of interactions.

A carefully created world with unique environments and an engrossing atmosphere.

More than 30 unique puzzles, including logic-, physics-, and memory- oriented challenges.

Uncover a dark secret through strange clues and fantastic events.

Over three hours of puzzle-solving, exploration, and adventure.
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a charming game, just spent ma fiver and i feel good about it the game is quirky and enjoyable i still havent quite discovered
what i am actualy ment to be doing? and am just walking around bumping into\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but its
good and hard to explain once i figure out how to play it will be increasingly good
. \u2022 Terraria
\u2022 Don't Starve
\u2022 The Stanley Parable
\u2022 Ori And The Blind Forest
\u2022 Left 4 Dead
\u2022 Hotline Miami
\u2022 Firewatch
\u2022 No Man's Sky (surprisingly, NMS is better than this lmaoo)

Oh sorry, I was just listing a few games that take up less disk space than this pile of horse-dong.

Man, when I bought MORTEM for a whopping 7.99$ I really wasn't expecting it to be too terrible. But boi was I wrong. The
graphics really aren't that bad, but the developer clearly just bought a 5$ model pack off Unreal Engine and pooped it onto
premade house map. I've only played the game for like 10 minutes and I feel like I've seen it all.

Final verdict: don't waste your time and money on this "game".

2\/10. sad and cute i love it. I Recommend The Night Life DLC. dumb game. not worth 7 dollars. 2/5 stars. would buy again.. I
guess if you have 12 friends and don't have anything better to do you can play this game.. It's a decent game if there's a lot of
players, but the PC version is dying, over the last week I've been on the U.S. West servers and there's never more than 75 people
on, for one whole night there was only 3- 8 players at a time. If you want to play this game and enjoy it try it on a console, I
played on PS4 periodically for the last year or 2 and it's always had a much larger player base during that period
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This game sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 When I first saw it on youtube, I thought I would love this game. After I
bought it, I immediately regretted it. This game sucks complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I absolutely hate this game
because (1) the control and interface is way too complicated for no reason, (2) controlling your army has never been more
irritating, (3) the "campaign" is nothing more than a map of Korea with cards that symbolize your army floating on top of
provinces, (4) the units are unresponsive, (5) the multiplayer doesn't even work, (6) it sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
and (7) the units are so standard, they have nothing unique about them. If you are interested in buying
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game, I'd recommend buying Men of War: Assualt Squad instead. In fact, any game is
better than this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. I don't understand people can like this game. It has so many bugs
and glitches that it ruins the gameplay. DON'T BUY. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.. Awesome game. I'll start with the TL;DR -
Good game, recommend picking it up!

Now for some rambling...

Like many Vivers, The Brookheaven demo was an early favourite of mine. There was definite excitement leading up to its
launch. Like most things that get hyped, its tough to live up to expectation. Im happy to say that while maybe it didnt quite get
there, it got close (for me) and it is indeed a great title, with a few bum notes.

I dont want to spoil anything, so Im going to be understandably vague for a moment.

There were a few key things that the game had to add IMO on top of the demo, content-wise, in order for it to be a great game.
Of course, you know you have your new weapons to unlock, some trinkets which can buff certain stats can be found, and some
surprise elements. They are all there and accounted for!

There are no difficulty options that I could see.(*They have since been patched in) The campaign mode (which is all Ive done as
of writing this review - there is a Survival mode too) is paced a little too slow for my liking. Mobs come predictable and steady
for most early stages, your average player isnt going to have much issue. Youre also told to use the flash light sparingly, but I
rarely turned it off (altho insta atmosphere +2 when you do!) and had plenty of battery (ammo is similarly ample). The pace
does pick up in later levels and some awesome moments await. The sound is great. The scenes are detailed and atmospheric. The
models for the enemies are great.

Some bad stuff:

For some insane reason, you are required to select a full load-out between each wave. Not per game, not per scene/stage, but
*every single freaking wave!* An option to continue with the same items would be GREATLY appreciated. (*This has since
been patched in, ALTHO as of amending this review, I found it to sometimes leave out some of your loadout) On top of that, there
is some odd delays between info screens, its a 2 second pause (multiple) that just doesnt need to be there (In case you think
maybe its my system, thats unlikely, new Broadwell-e OC'd with all the trimmings).

While the scenes are well detailed, with good design, you are sitting in the same place for each level. Non interactive too.

Some small bugs (*snip* review too long - nothing game breaking!!)

I dont like the low health status effect, even without being that low health (half-ish) the entire screen gets a red fog which gets
denser the lower your health. Id rather a vignette effect.  (*This has since been patched in, I like the new visual) Also, no
heartbeat sound effect! That one is in the rule book, surely!

The biggest let down, by a mile, is your contact. She sounds like an older lady, who had a sherry-ambien mixer, and frankly
couldnt care less about you or even conveys any personality for the most part. She'll tell you about the vital tasks you must do
(altho, you dont really do anything, you stand and shoot things!), but her tone and sense of urgency could also fit perfectly with
reminding you to DVR her stories (soaps/drama). Actually, she'd give more of a crap about those things!

Im not going to end on a bad note, so Im pretty much going to repeat the TL;DR. The good very much outweighs the bad, and
this game has enough content to be worth your time and purchase. Its a quality shooter. I will revisit this review in the future, as
the game is newly launched and will inevitably have tweaks and patches over the coming months. But it is an easy
recommendation as is.
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**UPDATE 15th Sep**
Been off from VR land over a month, but as I said I would update this review down the line, Ive gone and had a play around
with the newer version of this game, which has since received some patching.
The updated good:

The lack of difficulty options (and options in general) has been addressed.

The very poor low (where "low" could stand for 70%!) health effect has been improved.

(Old lady still dgaf tho, not that I expected them to re-record/cast her dialog/role.)

The updated bad:

While the option to reuse your previously selected loadout is a new and welcome addition, it can forget some of your
choices, namely special ammo and throwables.

Even in the 40 mins I played of the updated version, new bugs have crept in, such as cropping of the scoreboard. I can
see "SCO" (score) at the top and the first 2 and a half numbers of my points. Or that the SP cost of some items randomly
are not shown (health and batteries) - you still get charged tho!

Not sure to include this as a bad/bug, as there are other factors that could be at play. But I was having a hard time getting
headshots. Even using the laser sight with the line connecting between their eyes was not working. Adjusting my aim and tilt
(physically) slightly to hit at the very top of their skull worked. They have added an angle option, but I didnt alter it. So IDK. Im
no eagle eye and I havent used my Vive in a month, maybe a recalibration is in order :S. Silverworld has one of the strangest
premises of any CoA game that still made sense and held my attention. The characters are bizarre but well defined, and the story
is long but meaningful. Silverworld doesn't only have length, but also depth: the three middle chapters of the book can be done
in any order, allowing for players to use items and skills from one chapter in another, or vice versa. The dozen different stats
and the various double stat tests could be a little frustrating and confusing, but they all felt meaningful, even if they upset the
perfectionist in me.

Overall, Silverworld, with its myriad and complex mechanics, makes for a fun and engaging time.. Great game i see a lot of
potential! but! I would hope to get some U.S servers soon!!! I get super glitchy in fights and sometimes i dont even see them....I
am still currently playing the game and hopefully it gets better. Overall i do recommend the game as a battle royal cause its
something different and more unique.. I think this game is going to be a great game. Leaving out the bugs\u2026 It really makes
me feel in the role of a kommissar and the experience is pretty interesting. I would like to know more about the social setting
and the consequences of my acts. Sometimes I\u00b4m not sure what decisision is the best because the goal is not clear. Maybe
the player\u00b4s actions should appears as new events in game instead of intercom\u00b4s comments. I\u00b4m expecting the
final version.. No explaination as to what you need to fix on the vehicles, All it says is that there is a broken vehicle. Aswell
when you pick up the tools all of the bolts glow a green color. There are so many that you cant tell which ones you are really
looking at when you are under the car.. Fairly simple physics smasher in the style of Angry Birds.
Colorful and bright visuals but fairly uninteresting enemies.
Controls\/implementation for powers are not ideal and are not fun.
This game is fine, but probably a tad too expensive for what it is.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RWGLtbFdHIU. Best $5 i have spent on steam.. This is such a solid game! The different game modes, races
and weapons add a lot of variety and is such a blast to play with a group of friends.
Fast paced, adrenaline inducing fun!
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